Graduate Student Colloquium
MONDAY March 2nd 5:30–8 pm
Durant Hall

The Jewish Subject Traversing 20th Century History
PLEASE JOIN US FOR AN EVENING OF SCHOLARSHIP AND REFRESHMENTS

DANNY LUZON
Unsatisfying Endings in Anzia Yezierska’s Fiction
Respondent: Prof. Naomi Seidman

SHEER GANOR
The Wiedergutmachung Network: German Jews on the Junction of Memory and Bureaucracy
Respondent: Prof. John Efron

HANNA SELTZER
Intertextuality in Preliminaries; Poetics and Ideology
Respondent: Prof. Robert Alter

5:30 pm
PRESENTATIONS AND RESPONSES
Durant Hall: Room 120

7:00 pm
REFRESHMENTS AND CONVERSATION
Durant Hall: Atrium